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1. China Power Sector Reform May Boost Risk to Generators' Income
02/10/17

(Bloomberg Intelligence) -- China's power generators' already dim earnings
outlook may darken further if the nation quickens the pace of power market
reform and other components of the 13th Five-Year Plan. One is the adoption of
a market pricing mechanism. Market-driven power prices are likely to be lower
than the benchmark given the continued supply glut. Plans to scale back coalfired power production in favor of clean energy will also impact China's leading
power companies, which still depend on coal for their operations.
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China's power-generating firms operate on two pricing mechanisms. One is regulated pricing, consisting of
generator tariffs which are paid by power grids. Different benchmarks exist for each fuel type and region. The
other is market-driven pricing, or "outside plan" tariffs, which may later decline.
Key Points:
Generators' Risks: Risks Facing China Coal Power Companies
Include Falling Profits
Generators' Risks: China Power Company Dividends May Be
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2. Risks Facing China Coal Power Companies Include Falling Profits
02/10/17

Consensus expects falling profits for most of China's listed coal-fired power companies during the next three
years. Risks include a coal-price recovery and a decline in non-regulated, negotiated tariffs. Keeping negotiated
prices close to the current benchmark may be difficult given the supply glut, and these unfavorable dynamics are
unlikely to change in the next few quarters. Earnings of coal-dependent power generators took a dive in 2008
when coal prices soared as the government took its time adjusting tariffs.
Companies Impacted: Huaneng Power, Huadian Power and China Power International were all unprofitable in
2008. Datang Power and China Resources Power's profits tumbled, but they still made money. Profits of cleanenergy developers such as Yangtze Power and Longyuan were affected less.
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Coal Generators' Projected EPS Growth Rates

3. Profit Headwinds May Constrain Cash Flows at China Power Firms
02/12/17

Net debt-to-equity at coal-fired power companies may rise over the next few quarters. The market expects the
profits of most to decline during the next two or three years. This implies lower cash flows from operations despite
required annual maintenance and investment capital expenditures. Clean-energy companies' cash flows should
fare better. Balance sheets at coal-fired power producers eroded earlier this decade due to diminished cash flows
from rising raw material costs and insufficient tariffs.
Companies Impacted: Huaneng Power's net debt as a proportion of equity jumped to 208% in 2008 from 102% a
year earlier. Similar increases occurred at Datang Power, Huadian Power and China Resources Power, but less
so at clean-energy companies such as Longyuan and Yangtze.
China Coal Generators, Net Debt to Equity (%)

4. China Power Company Dividends May Be Impacted by Weak Earnings
02/10/17

Most listed Chinese power generators have maintained stable dividend payouts. Their ability to continue to do so
may depend on several factors, including their success in maintaining steady cash flows. Consensus forecasts
potential weakness in their earnings growth chiefly due to the declining utilization rates for coal-fired power plants,
and potentially lower average unit prices. Huaneng Power, Huadian Power and Datang Power have historically
delivered consistent payouts when earnings allow.
Companies Impacted: China Resources Power has recently promised a steady dividend, and Yangtze a minimum
absolute one.
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5. China Coal Power Generators' Valuations Down From 2007-08 Peaks
02/10/17

Shares of China's largest listed coal-fired power producers are trading at enterprise values that are lower than
their 2007-08 peaks. The mid-to-high double-digit EV/Ebitda multiples are gone but have been stable the past
four years. Quarterly earnings are falling, and are likely to keep doing so, based on consensus. Low plant output
due to a supply glut, high coal prices, rising operating costs, and lower unit power prices could affect the
valuations of companies with large portfolios of coal-fired power plants.
Companies Impacted: Huaneng Power, Huadian Power, Datang Power, GD Power, China Resources Power and
China Power International are the listed Chinese power generators with the largest coal-fired capacities as a
percentage of total fuel mix.
Key China Power Utilities, EV/Ebitda Multiples

Uncertainties From Power Sector Reform

6. Coal Power's Unprofitable Utilization Rates in China May Linger
02/14/17

Coal-fired generation capacity in China should broadly stay flat in the next five years, based on the Electricity 13th
Five-Year Development Plan. The nation wants to cancel or withdraw as much as 150 gigawatts. Demand-growth
expectations of 4-5% a year mean needed capacity will be from non-fossil fuel sources such as nuclear and wind.
It may imply that coal plants' low utilization rates, only about 4,000 hours or 46% of total capacity, may linger and
hurt their profitability.
Companies Impacted: Companies with larger coal-fired power plant portfolios such as Huaneng and Huadian
started reporting an increase in unprofitable plants due to the low utilization rates and high coal price in 2016.
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Other companies with such portfolios include Datang, GD Power, CR Power and China Power.
China Thermal Power Average Utilization Rates

7. Clean Energy's Rapid Rise in China May Extend Through 2020
02/14/17

China's renewable energy boom should continue through 2020 and the profitability of projects is likely to rise. The
nation plans to add 250 gigawatts of nonfossil-fuel generation including nuclear and wind power. Developers'
earnings may increase, given the additional capacity. Also, utilization rates at their facilities may improve thanks to
the government's strong push to cut waste, namely the curtailment of wind and solar output, as the grids fail to
purchase all the electricity that's produced.
Companies Impacted: China's leading listed clean-energy companies in terms of generation capacity include
nuclear developers China National Nuclear and CGN Power, and wind developers Longyuan and Huaneng
Renewables. Major utilities such as Huaneng and CR Power also have some clean-energy capacity.
China Electricity Generation Fuel Mix

8. China Targets Market-Driven Power Pricing and Trading by 2020
02/15/17

China wants to achieve power trading in all regions and market-driven prices by 2020. The creation of successful
standardized and unified electricity exchanges under uniform, transparent market rules is key to this aim. The
nation has successfully been raising the amount of output directly sold to end users. Many of the large coal-power
plants now sell more than 20% of output this way. The huge size of the market and deeply-rooted vested
interests, especially the grids, may slow the targeted changes.
Companies Impacted: China Resources Power, Huaneng Power, Huadian Power and others are all increasing the
amount of direct power sales. Clean-energy companies including CGN Power, Yangtze Power and Longyuan are
also doing so, albeit only for a tiny amount of total output.
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Government Filing
"Establish electricity market trading technology and systems with unified
standards, actively cultivate market players, develop the trading
mechanism and institutions, and expand the variety of trading-related
products… Before the end of 2018, launch pilot programs for spot trading
and by 2020 launch overall spot trading while assessing risk hedging
mechanisms."
China Electric Power Development 13th Five-Year Plan (2016-20), (Chinese)
National Development and Reform Commission of China, Dec. 22, 2016
Click to view entire filing

9. China's Power Shift to Market-Based Prices May Hurt Generators
02/15/17

The new 13th China power development plan to 2020 aims at a transition to market-based electricity pricing. This
may lead to lower revenue per kilowatt-hour for large generators, including coal-heavy and clean-energy
developers. The first step is to address transmission and distribution fees paid by power buyers. End-user tariffs
paid to grids and power-generator tariffs paid by the grids are now all set by the government. Trials for the direct
sale of power have been ongoing for many years.
Key Points:
China Electric Power Development Thirteenth Five-Year Plan |
2016-20 »
Finalize transmission, distribution fees mechanism
Create independent, transparent T&D pricing system
Launch spot trading pilot program
Nurture standardized power retailing market in all regions

10. China Carbon-Trading Hopes Face High Hurdles in the Short Term
02/16/17

The development of carbon trading in China as a means to promote the use of more clean-energy sources during
the 13th Five-Year Plan faces major hurdles. The government hopes to have a unified carbon-trading market in
2017. Transparency and oversight may be highly difficult. Big power generators with large portfolios of coal-fired
assets should be relatively transparent and compliant. Emissions verification at smaller power companies and at
industrial users may be harder.
The nation operated seven pilot carbon-trading markets as of September. Test trade had reached 1.2 billion tons
of CO2 and a turnover of 3.2 billion yuan ($466 million). Generators with the largest coal-fired portfolios include
Huaneng Power, Huadian Power, GD Power and China Resources Power.
Bloomberg News
"China is moving closer to introducing rules to help allocate emission
quotas for a national trading scheme the world’s biggest carbon emitter
aims to start later this year, according to a policy adviser. In preparation
for the national carbon market, China has been collecting emissions data
since 2016 from all industries to be covered,"
Feb. 9, 2017
Click to view entire news story

11. Power Reform May Short-Circuit China's Clean-Energy Development
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02/16/17

Power reform may possibly hurt China's push to shift the power mix away from coal to cleaner energy sources.
Once the nation has fully-blown market-based energy pricing by 2020, generators may seek to create more
power from cheaper sources such as coal and hydro. The high unit-production costs of wind and solar may hinder
their growth. The government wants to sharply reduce clean-energy tariffs yet hasn't created mechanisms to
encourage developers to raise their clean-energy asset base.
Companies Impacted: The largest listed China clean-energy developers are Longyuan, Huaneng Renewables
and Datang Renewable.
On-Shore Wind Power Benchmark Price Per MWh

Poor Existing Landscape

12. Lofty Coal Prices Keep Pressure on China Power Utility Margins
02/19/17

China's leading coal-fired power producers, including Huaneng, China Resources Power, and Huadian had little
relief from lofty coal prices during January. The fuel's price has room to decline but remains substantially higher
than a year ago, pressuring utilities' margins. This adds to their existing challenges, including a power supply glut.
China's average coal price was down 1.2% sequentially in January to 528.54 yuan/ton ($77) but was still 62%
higher than a year earlier, based on government economic data.
China’s largest listed coal-powered utilities including Datang Power, China Power, China Resources Power, GD
Power, Huaneng Power and Huadian Power have been under pressure from high coal prices since last year.
China Thermal Coal Price Index
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